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inter-colonial scale. They assumed that they could achieve their industrial
objectives by the strength of their organization. Amalgamation and federation
of unions were part of an organizational process of which other components were
an increasing authority for trades councils, and the convening of regular intercolonial conferences which purported to speak for the trade union movement as
a whole.

Of the new amalgamated unions the most important were the Amalgamated
Miners' Association and the Amalgamated Shearers' Union. An Amalgamated
Miners' Association of Victoria had been formed in Bendigo in 1874 but it
had languished until 1882, when W. G. Spence became General Secretary.
Under Spence's leadership the union grew rapidly. From a small organization
of Victorian miners it expanded in ten years to a union with 23,500 members
with branches in all colonies, including New Zealand.l The Amalgamated
Shearers' Union founded in 1886 signed up 9,000 members in the first year, and
by lB90 there were 20,000 members.c The Queensland Shearers' IJnion, formed
in the same year as the A.S.U., had 3,000 members by the end of'lBB9, and the
Queensland Labourers' Union had 6,000 members by the end of 1890. During
1890 the A.S.U. began the organization of shed hands in the other colonies into
what became the General Labourers' Union early in 1891. Other unskilled and
semi-skilled workers were also organizing: the Sydney coal lumpers, the Sydney
waterside workers, and later the waterside workers in Melbourne and Brisbane.
The seamen had organized in the 'seventies and formed an inter-colonial federation. By 1890 there were unions covering all occupations that linked the stations
with the ships.
While some of the new unions retained some of the restrictive characteristics
of the older unions - for example, until the Maritime Suike the entrance fee for
the Sydney Wharf Labourers'Union was fblSl-*the two giants, the A.M.A.
and the A.S.U., sought the widest extension of their membership. Success in
negotiations with employers confirmed the view that strength lay in unity and
led on to more expansive projects. The influence of the new unions was to
increase inter-union co-operation.
The first Inter-Colonial Congress had met in 1879. While inter-colonial in
name, it was really a meeting of New South Wales unionists. The second met
at Melbourne in 1884, and henceforward to 1891 congresses were held at
yearly or two-yearly intervals. These gatherings were an expression of the
growing conviction that trade unionists had important interests in common.
They adopted a comprehensive programme of trade union policies for which
they sought legislation. The Congress of 1884 decided that Parliamentary Committees on the model of the English Trades Union Congress should be set up in
each colony. The Sydney Trades and Labour Council and the Melbourne Trades
Hall Council carried out the decision, and the committees proceeded to lobby
members of parliament for desired legislation. Nevertheless, there were many
unionists who saw dangers and difficulties in these new departures.
The debates and decisions of the Congresses express clearly the two trends in
5. W. G. Spence, Auetralie's Auakening, 1909, p. 25 et. seq. See also June Philipp, 'trade Union
in New South Wales and Victoria 1870-1890!, M.A. thesis, University ol Melbourne, 1953,
National Library, Canberra, and Melbourne University Library.
6. Jean O'Connor, '1890, A Turning Point in Labour History', Historiiat Studies, Yol,4, No. 16.
Organization
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unionism. For example, in lBB4 the Congress adopted a comprehensive policy
for the amalgamation of unions in the same trade or occupation, and for the
adoption of machinery of national inter-union co-operation. The introduction
to the report of the conference pointed to the advantages of close association
of unions. 'Unfederated, the numerous labour organizations of these colonies
are in the presence of the organized forces of capital, as weak as the undisciplined
mob in the face of soldiery; but federated, the numerical and moral power of the
working classes would be irresistible.' On the other hand many delegates dwelt
on the difficulties. James Curley, representative of the llunter River Coal
Miners'Association, saw as the barrier to 'amalgamation or federation, the selfishness of the men themselves'.? The obstacles created by particularism, the special
interests of unions, the difierences in union structure, were emphasized by those
who had a vague sentiment for union, but who were more imprqssed by the
difficulties of implementing it. Despite the resolution that unions should go
ahead with the policy, the decision remained as an aspiration of a section of
trade unionists rather than as a practical policy. However, the matter was taken
a step further in 1888 when the Brisbane Labour Council was instructed to draw
up a plan for the national federation of all unions. From its labours emerged
the draft constitution of the Australian Labour Federation.
This constitution provided for a gleater degree of unity of the trade union
movement than had ever existed in any country. It was to include all unions,
and to be governed by district, provincial and national councils. A degree of
aptonomy was to be retained by the constituent unions, but decisions on all
major issues were to be taken by the higher committees of the federation.
Although the scheme was rejected by the Inter-colonial Congress in 1889 on the
grounds that it left insufficient autonomy to the constituent unions, it was
adopted at the Congress of 1891. In the meantime, it had been put into effect
in Queensland, and by 1890 the unions in six districts were federated in what
was called the Australian Labour Federation, which was intended to be the
Queensland province of the Federation when the organization was agreed to in

the other colonies.
For Queensland unionists the A.L.F. was to be the means by which the whole
of the working class would be organized to further their industrial interests and
political policies. Queensland unions differed in important respects from those
of ttre older colonies. Unionism was newer and had developed in a more fluid
society. The massive assisted immigration plogramme had increased the adult
male population by 50 per cent in the years 1882-84. Although unions of artisans
dated back to the early'seventies, by the second half of the 'eighties the majority
of union members were unskilled or semiskilled workers. Whereas the Melbourne Council was dominated and the Sydney Council strongly influenced by
the unions of skilled workers, with privileges to defend, almost from the first,
the Brisbane Trades and Labour Council, founded in 1885, and later the A.L.F.,
spoke with the voice of the new unions.
From the mid-'eighties the new radicalism of the revived socialist movement
in Britain and the popular and working class movement in the United States
began to influence working class and middle class opinion in Australia. The
?. Report of the Seconil Inter-Colonial Trade Union Congress-Introiluction.
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of Bellamy, Gronlund and others widened the breach in the
liberal assumptions, opened by Mill's exceptions and Henry George's
proselytism.s For trade unionists these socialist ideas provided less a theory of
political action than an immediate justification for their claim to a larger share
socialist ideas

classic

in the national wealth, and an ultimate ideal.
In Queensland, William Lane gave to the natural

aspirations of unionists a
national identity and the sanction of socialist theory. In part socialist idealism
was made a component of developing national self-consciousness. The socialist
utopia, the co-operative commonwealth, was to be Australia. In New South
Wales the intellectual ferment was less vocal but just as real. In 1890 the
President of the Sydney Trades and Labour Council was saying that the workers
generally desired some reconstruction of society, but they difiered as to what it
should be.e Trade union manifestos emphasized a vaguely conceived new social
order. For example, the Manifesto of the Labour Defence Committee established
to conduct the Maritime Strike asserted:
By the mutual trust and faith that such a battle must inspire, we shall all be better 6tted for
the task which in the near future lies before us, that of the reconstruction of society upon the firm
basis of justice to ail.ro
But vague as the socialist objective was, the ideas carried a conviction that the
working class had a right to a better life and that by co-operation it could be
achieved. They saw as the means, trade union action ever widening in its scope
and the entry of the trade unions into politics. These two conclusions were

embodied in the decision of the Australian Labour Federation to adopt a
political programme in August 1890, a fortnight before the beginning of the
Maritime Strike. The programme provided for the 'nationalization of all sources
of wealth and all means of producing wealth'; this was to be achieved by the
direct representation of Labour in parliament.
In New South Wales during the first half of 1890 firm steps towards poiitical
action were taken. At the beginning of the year the Sydney Trades and Labour
Council had thirty affi'liated societies with a membership of 20,000. By June it
had fifty-three affiliates with a total membership of 35,000. In his half-yearly
report the secretary announced that 'never before in the history of the Council
has such phenomenal uniform progress been made in so brief a period.'tr The
federation of labour was being considered and preliminary steps towards political
representation of the trade unions were being taken. In January the Council
decided to communicate with other councils with a view to discussing the establishment of the Australian Labour Federation.rz In the same month the Parliamentary Committee was instructed to consider the advisability of standing
Labour candidates in the next election and to draw up a parliamentary platform.lg The platform was adopted in April.ra Only three members of the
Council opposed the decision to draw up a platform, but the affiliated and
unaffiliated unions were less than lukewarm about Labour representation. Of
8" For H. George's influence see L, C. Churchward, 'The American Infl.uence on the Australian Labour
Movement', Hi,stori,cal Stuiliq, Yol, 6, No. 19, Nov. 1952.
9. The Royal Commission on Strikes, N.S.IM., 1891, q. 1810.
10. Manifeto of the N.S.IM. Labour Defence Committe, S.M.H., 20 Aue. 1890. Se also Shearers'
Manifesto, S.M.H., 22 Auc. 1890.

ll. S.M.H., 4 JuIy

1890.

12. Sydney Trades and Labour Council Minutc, 16 Jan. 1890.
L3. Ibiil., ? Nov. 1889; 30 Jan. 1890.
14. Ibiil., 3 Apr.

1890.
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the sixty-five societies questioned by the Council on their attitude to representation, only one-third replied and of these only four were in favour.15 However,
the opposition was neutralized by the events of the Maritime Strike. In November, at the end of the strike, the Council decided to establish electoral leagues
in every electorate where practicable throughout the colony.ro
The Melbourne Trades Hall Council was much less interested in either the
{ederation of labour or the representation of labour. In response to a letter from
Brisbane, the Council decided in May to support a scheme of {ederation, 'if
n€c€ssary'.lz The Parliamentary Committee appears to have been nobody's
responsibility, and the Council was without a Committee until May, its appointment being adjourned from meeting to meeting.rs 1ry'n.tr early in l89l the
Council did take some action to obtain direct labour representation, the matter
was handed over to a special convention. The attitude of the Melbourne Trades
Hall Council before, during and after the Maritime Strike bears out Coghlan's
estimate. lle wrote:
the movement in Victoria, whether federal or local, was not democratic, There was no real
consolidation between skilled and unskilled labour, and the unions in many cases represented
only a small proportion of the trades for which they stood . . . [They] n/ere on the whole narrow
and exclusive bodies with high entrance fees, designed to restrict the numbers in the trade, in
order that constant employment at high wages might be obtained by those within the union
circle.19

The Maritime Strike began in August 1890, and soon involved transport
workers, miners and shearers in the eastern colonies, South Australia and New
Zealand for periods of a fortnight to two months. The whole of the trade union
movement was involved financially, and many workers not on strike were thrown
out of work. The issues were, on the union side, 'the recognition of unionism',

by which they meant the exclusive right of the unions to negotiate working
in industry. On the employers' side the issue was 'freedom of contract', the right of employers to engage unionists or non-unionists, to work under
union conditions or under conditions agreed to by individual employees. The
strike was fought with great bitterness and as it progressed became open class
warfare. The large numbers involved, and the mass demonstrations, such as
the fifty thousand in Flinders Park, Melbourne, and the procession a mile and
a half long through the streets of Sydney2o were quite different from anything
that had previously occurred in the history of Australian unionism. In fact, the
strike became a mass movement in support of specific trade union demands, but
also implicitly, and in part consciously, a political movement in support of
vaguely defined politicai objectives. The unions were defeated by lack of funds,
by the employment of non-union labour and by the lack of a definite political
conditions

objective.

The union successes of the years immediately before the strike had given
unionists a highly inflated view of their own strength.2l In spite of the extension
of unionism between 1886 and 1890, probably less then 20 per cent of men
75. S.M.H., 4 July 1890.
16. Ibid., 28 Oct. 1890: 29 Noy. 1890.
1?. Melbourne Trades Hall Council Minuts, 9 May 1890.
78. Ibi.d., 23 May 1890.
19. T. A. Coghlan, op. cit., p.7491-5,
20. S.M.H., 1 Sept. 1890; 8 Sept. 1890.
21. VAe contemporary eomment: Francis Adams, ',The Labour Movement in Australia', Fortntglltla
Repi'eu,Yo1.56, 1891. H. H, Champion,'The Crushing Defeat of Trade Unionism in Australia;, Ninetieiti
Centura, Vol. 29, 1891,
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working for wages and salaries were members of unions.zz Furthermore, unemployment, which mounted as the strike spread, provided a reservoir from
wnicfr non-union labour could be drawn. Despite extraordinary measures, such
as the provision by the unions of barracks and food for unemployed non-unionists,
on condition that they did not replace strikers,2s enough men were found to
n'ork some of the wharves and ships. Seven weeks after the outbreak of the
strike the shipowners refused offers of mediation on the grounds that there was
no need to confer with the unions since all their ships were runningza with
non-union labour. The inevitability of defeat of the unions was evident in the
middle of October with the disbanding of the Inter-colonial Labour Conference,zs but it was not until neariy a month later that the Labour Defence
Committee, which had taken over leadership from the Inter-colonial Conference,
agreed to return to work unconditionally.z0 As the strike collapsed, many
employers made sure that unionists drank to the full the gall of their defeat.
Striking marine officers were required to apply for re-employment in such
terms

as:

I respectfully beg to call your kind attention to the fact of my resigning from one of your
company's ships on the lTth August, and having seen the folly of so doing, I beg to be re-instated
in your company's service. I ask you to kindly consider my case, having served 15 years in the
company's and your service.Z?

For unionists and their supporters the bitterness of defeat was further
of the several governments during the strike' From

aggravated by the attitude

the beginning of the strike steps were taken by the union leadership to maintain
order. In Sydney, pickets appointed by the unions served four-hour shifts. The
Sydney Morning Herald reported that 'the system adopted by the Defence Com-

mittee in the appointment of the pickets has been found to work admirably.'zs
Flowever, the government decided to increase the police force by appointing
special constables. The Labour Defence Committee immediately offered union
members to serve in this capacity,ze but this offer was apparently rejected. In
fact, it appears that steps were taken to ensure that special constables should not
be union members.so Altogether the police force in Sydney was increased from
559 to 3,9b2 by drawing police from country districts and the appointment of
over three thousand special police.er The employment of such large numbers of
police, and the despatch of permanent military forces to the coalfields was
interpreted by the unions as evidence that the government sided with the
employers. In Melbourne, military forces under the command of Colonel Price
rvere equally regarded as a force to intimidate strikers rather than to maintain
order.

The attitude of the daily press, which had in the beginning reported some
of the strike sympathetically, rapidly hardened against the unionists.

aspects

22. This doe not prebend to be more than the roughest approximation arrived at b comparing the
tpproximate number of unionists with the total number of male wage and salary eanners at the 1891
cerjsus. A rcugh estimate of the number of unionists can be made by taking into account the number:s
affiliateil to thJ Labour Council, unions not afFliated such as the mmbers of the Sydney Buildins Trade
Council, and contemporary estimats, which vary greatly. The numbers of wage and salary earners in
N.S.W.-and Yictoria in 1891 are given in T. A. Coghlan, The Seaen Colnni,ea o! Austrqlesi&, Sydney, 1894.
The Commonwealth Year Book, 1953, gives the figure 63'5/o of male wage and galaly earnqs as union
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When the shearers were called out, the Sydney Morning Herald, commented
editorially under the heading, 'Class War - the Commune'. The editorial warned
that
twenty years ago the cilivized world was struck with horror on seeing the defeated Communards
destroy the national monuments of greatness
and the treasures of art, and to involve society in one common ruin. Little was it then supposed
possible that in the happy Australian colonies our working classes-the most fortunate, the best
paid, and the most prosperous body of workers in the world-would be summoned by their
leaders to take part in a ruinous war against society, inspired by similarly desperate feelings and
just as destitute of any rational purpose.Ez

of Paris in the frenzy of discomfiture trying to

The manifesto published by the defeated Labour Defence Committee summed

up the forces that had, in the mind of the unionists, been brought into action
against them. The government, the press and the pulpit were condemned. The
condemnation of the government was equally applied to the opposition. 'Whilst
we have no cause for gratitude to the government for their attitude during the
strike', ran the manifesto, 'we have no reason for believing that the opposition,
had it been in offi.ce, would have acted more fairly.'3ts As for the pressits opinions were the opinions of the land shark and the tramway grabber, of men responsible
the management of companies working their employees almost double the number of hours
prescribed by the rules of trade unionism, nay, of men largely interested in the very steamship

ior

companies whom the unions were fighting.Sa

The clergy, with but four exceptions, according to the Manifesto, left the people
'to grope amidst the gloom of sacerdotal clap-trap'.ar The maior conclusion
drawn from this estimate was that the working class needed direct political
representation. rlowever, although the defeat in the strike confirmed the need
for political representation of the working class, it did not resolve the political
difierences amongst the workers, or amongst those who were soon to be their
representatives.

The political programme adopted by the Trades and Labour council was
itself a compromise. It was a composite of trade union policies that had been
formulated over the previous ten years by Labour Councils and Inter-colonial
congresses, some specific proposals for constitutional reform, and a provision
for the taxation of the unimproved capital value of land. 'The last cLuse was
extensively debated, with attempts being made to substitute for it land nationalization and a vague 'land reform'. It was finally carried by a narrow majority.ae
On the principle dividing existing parties-free trade and protection-the
plat{orm was silent. Unionists were divided on the question but were still united
by the agreement that the essential difierence between Parkes and Dibbs was that
Parkes 'had sent gatling guns to the coalfields and Dibbs had criticised him for
not sending them sooner.'3? But the fiscal issue could not be avoided, and soon
became the occasion of deep division in the parliamentary parry.
White the feelings fired by the strike were srill hot, a by-elecrion in West
sydney, which resulted from the death of Alfred Lamb, who had played a leading
part in the strike as a member of the Employers' committee and in the courts,
3'2. S.M.H., 16 Sept. 1890.
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where he had successfully prosecuted four of his striking employees for breach
of contract under the Masters and Servants Act, resulted in the leturn by a
large majority of A. G. Taylor, who stood on the Trades and Labour Council
platform. At the declaration of the poll, Taylor declared that it wa$ a victory
for the 'holy and divine cause of Labour as against Capital'.ss
Early in 1891, on the initiative of the Parliamentary Committee of the Labour
Council, Labour Electoral Leagues began forming in the industrial suburbs of
Sydney, in Newcastle and some country centres. Under the rules proposed by
the Trades and Labour Council, the constituency Leagues were empowered to
select their own candidates, but only such candidates as fully accepted the whole
political proglamme of the Trades and Labour Council. Qualification for membership of the League was acceptance of the programme.
There was no lack of potential candidates. In West Sydney there were twelve
nominees, and in Redfern twenty. Before going to the pre-selection ballot
candidates were required to pledge themselves to the platform, and agree to
withdraw if not selected. Here the first warning of future division was given.
Two sitting Protectionist members for Redfern, Schey and Flowe, having already
been selected by the Protectionist organization, sought Labour selection also.
Not able to agree to withdraw if not selected by the Labour League, they were
finally permitted to enter the ballot by a meeting that became a riot. They were
duly selected in a group of four, the other two members of which were W. H.
Sharp, the President of the Trades and Labour Council, and J. S' T. McGowen,
Chairman of the Eight Hours' Committee.ao Sharp and McGowen were then
endorsed by the Protectionists. Ilowever, although their names were published
with Schey and Howe as members of the Protectionist four, they sought the
withdrawal of their names from the Protectionist election advertisements. In
the result the two Protectionists were returned at the top of the poll and the
two L.E.L. candidates third and fourth. This incident was typical' The attempt
was being made to establish a completely independent party, but the men who
were making it retained strong links with established parties and the principles
they represented.
At the other fiscal extreme were the supporters of the single tax. Frank Cotton, representative of the Wagga Branch of the A.S.U. on the Labour Council,
member of the Parliamentary Committee and L.E.L. member for Newtown in
l89l, was an executive member of the Single Tax League.ao Picard has shown
that early in 1890 he had attempted collaboration with Parkes against the Labour
Protectionists.ar Similarly Dr. Hollis, elected for Goulburn on the L.E.L. platform, had previously been selected by the Goulburn Branch of the Single Tax
League. The difierences between Protectionists, Single Taxers and conventional
Free Traders were reflected in the Labour and pro-Labour press. The Democrat,
edited by Cotton, attacked the Protectionist Worhman, official organ of the
Trades and Labour Council, which in turn fulminated against the Single Taxers.
A further potentially divisive influence was the number of candidates who
climbed on the Labour band-waggon for purely opportunist reasons. As one
writer puts, it, 'men who had never been suspected by their best friends as
38- Ibid.,2? Oct. 1890.
10, Ibiil.,z Apr. 1891.
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The dissatisfaction of the Council with the failure of the parliamentary Party
to take any effective action to deal with the economic crisis or to implement its
policy came to a head over two matters, one trivial in itself, the other important.
in May i892 J.'I. Houghton, Member of Parliament, a member of the Labour
Council, and before his translation to the higher sphere its secretary, obtained
employment for some unemployed labourers at less than the accepted wage rate.
He was trenchantly criticised, and his explanation that 'he thought he was putting a few shillings in the pockets of members who were starving' did not endear
him to the unionists.a? His explanation was followed by a resolution, not finally
adopted, which would have prohibited Members of Parliament retaining their
seat! on the Council. The second matter was the Broken Hill strike or lock-out,
precipitated by the company's termination of a wages agTeement made in 1889.
The itrike reduced the majority of unionists to complete destitution,a8 or drove
them from Broken Hill, some never to leturn. The unions were finally defeated
by hungerao and the action of the Dihbs government in arresting and prosecuting
the leaders. On the arrest of the leaders the Council demanded that the Labour
Party turn out the govefnment.so Two weeks later, 'the Council viewed with
contempt the execrable conduct of 'Messrs. Fitzgerald, Kelly, Sharp and Johnson
in supporting the government in the late political crisis.'61 Sharp had been
president of the Labour Council and Fitzgerald the representative of the Labour
houncil in Britain during the Maritime Strike. Already divided on tarifi policy,
the parliamentary party was losing the support of the trade unions.
In 1893 the unemployed were demonstrating in the streets, regular meetings
at Queens Square were followed by deputations to Parliament, but in Parliament
the Labour Party had been reduced to futility by division-in W. M. Hughes'
words it had become 'an aimless, spineless, legless, headless Party"62
In mid-1893 a temporary reunion of the parliamentary party was effected
under the leadership of Joseph Cook. However, at special conferences of the
Labour Electorial League, held in November 1893 and March 1894, biting
criticisms were made of the parliamentary members. A re-worded pledge for the
parliamentary party was decided upon, and this brought the breach between
parliamentary members and extra-Parliamentary organization into the open. The
padliamentary party repudiated the decisions of the Conference.ss In a published
manifesto it was asserted that the pledge could not be interpreted and that it
subverted the representative function of the member. The Central Committee
appealed to the branches to state their opinions on the pledge. Of the eighty-four
branches, seventy-two endorsed the pledge and only four did not require it.
Strengthened by this result, the Central Committee informed Joseph Cook that
only those members who accepted the pledge would be endorsed for the forthcoming election.

Only four of the sitting members consented to sign and hence received
endorsement. The majority of the others stood as independent Labour candi17.

Ibid.,9 June

1892.
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dates or like Joseph cook, as the selected representative of his League, which
had been declared 'bogus' by the Central Committee. Fifteen 'solidirities' and
twelve independents were returned in 1894. Four of the indepenclents rejoined
the party, having agreed ro sign a slightly modified. pledge.- The rest or tn"
independents gradually merged with tlie other parties. tf,ougtr much smaller
than the nominal party of 1891, the party of lg94 was much niarer to the kind.
of pzrty that the trade unions had imagined they had formed then.
The victorian story is quite different. As has been seen above, the Melbourne
Trades Hall Council in the months before the Maritime Strike was much less
concerned than the Sydney Council with either the broad. projects for {ederation
of labour or direct parliamentary representation. During tne Maritime Strike
great public demonitration, *"re organized by a special" committee set up by
10

the Council, but the Council itself carried on its no-.*al activities. Motions of
Prot€st against the government's action in calling out the military forces were
carried, but on more than one occasion at the height of the struggle, decisions
concerning the strike were deferred from one meeting to the ne*t.ua
Similarly with the Queensland Shearers' Strike. Two months after the strike
had begun, little direct assistance had been given. The council found rime to
discuss at length the appointment of a depitation to advocate a free lending
library, but deferred to the following meeting consideration of urgent messages
from the A'L.F.55 Representatives were sent to the Ballarat Confer-ence of Ap-ril
l89l, to consider the formation of the Australian Labour Federation, but as iate
as November the council had to reply to the sydney Labour council thar no
decisions on it had been made as the report of the d.elegates had. not been
received.66 The report was made at the following meeting,sz where it was decided
to print it. The attitude of the Council to the unemployed further reveals irs

pre-occupation with its own special concerns.
T'he unemployed were refused use of the Trades Hall, but were permitted to

meet

in the courtyard, although this privilege

was also later withdrawn.s8 rn

1893, when,unemployment was at its worst, the Council refused, to be represented.
o,n a central unemployment committee. In reply to its critics the Couniil denied

that.ir was against the unemployed, insisting.that its efforts were being devoted
to assisting unemployed members of its affiliated unions.Ee In all, the Melbourne
Trades Hall Council did not regard itself as a representative institution of the
working class, but as the close preserve of its constituent unions. This same
unconcern with the general interest of workers is reflected in its attitude to
broad political policies. Resolutions with any socialist implications, such as
proposals for nationalization of specific industries, were given short shrift by the
courrcil.60 similarly, the predominant protectionisr opinion qualified supporr
{or land taxation, which was in the political context of the timd one of the-most
distinctive qorking class policies.Gl Even a proposal that the government should
initiate productive works to cope with the unemployed was- amended to read
that the government should 'use extraordinary measures to relieve the existing
distress'.
54,
61.
58.
60.
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On the other hand the Council gave strong supPort to the proposal to form
an Australasian Federation League which would popularize the idea of national
federation. It agreed to participate in a preliminary conference with the Chambers of Commerie and Manufacturers and the A.N.A.62 In brief, the Trades Hall
Council was generally suspicious, and at times frankly opposed to anything that
appeared to 6e a specificilly working class political viewpoint. The absence of
the optimistic faithin a collectivist future is no more marked than in the Trades
I{all Council debate on the Progressive Political League. As reported, 'one
speaker complained that the Convention had not stuck to purely labour questions, but hid gone outside to advocate points in the socialistic Programme.'
Mr. Trenwith, nr.r-.e., combatted the objection by saying that'however much the
Labour Party will have achieved, they will still go on grumbling, whilst others
had more of this world's goods than they had.'0a
The difierence between New South Wales and Victoria is largely to be
explained, as has been suggested above, by the differences in the centlal trades
.ttio.t bodies. By mid-1890 only twenty-one of the fifty-three unions affiIiated
to the Sydney Trades and Labour Council were craft unions, whereas the craft
unionists weie still a majority on the'Melbourne Council' This preponde3lge
of craft unionists was acc-entuated by the inequality of representation which left
such powerfui bodies as the A.S.U. with less replesentation than some tiny
Melbourne craft unions.6a Thus, in Victoria the only institution capable of
creating a political party was by its structure weighted against such a- departure.
Furthei certain leatures of Victorian political history, as contrasted with New
South Wales, made the birth of a Victorian Labour Party more Plotlacted. In
the constitutional, land and fiscal struggles of the 'sixties and 'seventies a liberal
party, relatively coherent in membership and consistent in principie, at least by
iotttiurt with the kaleidoscopic factionalism of New South Wales, had won the
regular suppolt of the working class. And, despite the-g-roYitg friction between
wJrkers an^d employers, reaching its climax in the Maritime Strike, faith in
liberals and liberal policy was merely weakened, not destfoyed. Hence there was
a strong tendency to think of any party that the trade unions might originate as
a wing-of the Liberal Party, and not sepalate from it. On the other hand, in
New South Wales permanent politicat parties were not formed until the very
time that the trade union movement was itself moving rapidly towards a political
party of its own. In recent work, A. W. Martin has demonstrated the gT orvth of
distinctive free trade and protectionist parties between 1887 and 1889'65 Each of
these parties was concerned to win the votes of the working class but neither of
them irad succeeded by 1890 in gaining the degree of working class support that
liberal and radical protectionists had long enjoyed in Victoria. This state of
affairs in New South Wales strengthened the tendency to form a separate party
even though it did not plevent the early division of the palty ol .the principle
which the non-Labour parties were attempting to make the dividing principle
between themselves.

Flowever, partly under the influence of events in New South Wales and
that some political
eueensland, the Melbourne Trades Hall Council decided
63. Ase' 10 June 1891'
62. Ibid.,16 Mar. 1894.
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action was necessary. In May l89l the Council appointed two representatives to
help organize a political labour convention.Ga rhe convention, at which the
Trades Councils of Melbourne, Ballarar, Bendigo and Geelong, the A.S.U. and
the A.M'A. were represented, founded the Progressive Political League of Victoria. The programme adopted by the convention was very similar to that of
the New South Wales Electoral League, except that the Victorian programme
placed more emphasis on democratic reform and less on the extension of the
social and economic functions of the state.67
Much more important difierences are to be found in the relations between
the political party and the trade unions and in the prevailing view of the proper
relations between the new party and the older political parties. rn New South
Wales the Labour Council had quite simply created the L.E.L. Under revised
rules adopted in July 1892, the attempt was made to secure to the Labour Council
continued substantial influence in the central direction of the League. The
president of the Labour council was to be ex officio president of the L.E.L. The
central committee of the L.E.L. was to include six representatives of the Labour
council and one delegate from each branch of the ieugo.. one trustee of the
L.E.L. was to be elected by the Labour Council and one by the central cornmittee
of the League. Finally, the Labour Council retained the power of veto over any
proposed alteration in the political platforp.6s On the orher hand, in Victoria
the Trades Hall Council had not played a decisive part in the initiation of the
P.P.L., nor did it retain any special rights in the new organization.oe
These differences were matters of substance. If it is true, as has been argued

here, that the formation of the L.E.L. in New south wales was the result of a
compromise between opposing tendencies in the Labour movement, the creation
of a permanent, distinct political party could only be achieved by a continuing
close organizational connection between the central trade union body and the
political party. The only other possible basis for a permanent political organization would have been a commonly accepted coherent body of political ideas.
This was absent in both New south wales and victoria. The fact that in New
south wales the history of the first three years of the party was one of internal
division and conflict between the unions and the politicians does not invalidate
this view. The essential thirrg is that the dissension took place within a complex
institution in which a permanent and substantial interest was represented by the
Labour council. If that had not been so, it is probable that in 1894 rhe party
would have been completely broken under the influence of parliamentary pressures, instead of emerging smaller but more or less united. This contention is
borne out by the course of events in Victoria.
The P.P.L. was at pains to minimize the difierences between itself and. the
Liberals. 'Our programme contains nothing', said the Commonueal, .d.espite the
assertions of the Conservatives to the contrary, more than has been advocited for
years past by economists and liberals.'ro This view was accepted by the Age,

rvhich commented: 'The Labour candidates are nothing more than Liberils

,
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under a new name. There is nothing whatever in their programme to distinguish
them from the men who made the Liberal Party the power it has been since

The Trades Hall Council itself did not make any clear distinctio&
At the 1892 election nine members who associated themselves with the P.P.L. were returned. The Commonweal exhorted
them not to make the mistake of New South Wales.
1877.'71

between Liberal and Labour.lz

understood that our Party is to avoid the serious mistakes made by the Labour
Party in New South Wales, notably that primary error which placed the party in a position of
hostility to all other sections in Parliament. The Victorian Labour Party constitutes itself a
wing of the Liberal Party, and is prepared to support a Liberal Government so long as that
Government promotes genuine democratic legislation in the interests of all classes, workers
included. New Zealand should furnish us a model.?3

It is clearly

Of the nine members of the P.P.L. elected to the Assembly in 1892, four had
been members of the previous parliament.ta In parliament the nine behaved as
not particularly unified faction of the Liberal Party.?r The extra-parliamentary
organization was so ineffective that five months after the election of 1892 a
guestion was asked in the Trades Hall Council whether the Progressive Political
League still existed.?6 Before the 1894 election a further attemPt was made to
revive the organization by calling a new conference which established the United
Labour Party of Victoria, which differed in no essential from the P'P.L'tr An
electoral alliance was made with the Deakin Liberals. In explanation, the
Labour Boomerang stated that 'the Labour and Liberal Parties do not intend
to repeat the mistake of previous years by splitting the votes and allowing the
Tory candidates to slip in with an actual minority.'re The return of a Liberal
majority, including ten members of the United Labour Party, was greeted by
the Trades Hall Council with 'thanks to the Liberal press for its assistance to
the Labour and Liberal Cause during the recent contest'.?e In effect, although
preliminary steps towards the formation of a Labour Party had been made, no
independent party had as yet been created'
A Labour Party of the type in New South Wales did ultimately emerge in
Victoria, but under difierent economic and political conditions from those that
fashioned the Labour Party in New South Wales. By the time the Labour
movement in Victoria seriously began to construcl an independent party, the
New South Wales party had already established a parliamentary and extraparliamentary machine sufficiently cohesive to be concerning itself with the
problem of broadening its electoral appeal and finding its way to the Treasury
benches. That the Victorian party did this later and under different political
conditions accounts in parl for the differences in the history of the Labour
Parties in the two colonies in the twentieth century.
In Queensland, five months after the adoption of the political Programme
by the Central Council of the A.L.F., the A.L.F. Central Executive drew up a
scheme for the political organization of labour. The organization was to be
a
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firmly based on the trade unions. The scheme provided for a'labour caucus' in
each electorate, to consist of all members of the A.L.F. and all members of unions
and associations not affiliated to the A.L.F., but recognized as sympathetic to its
aims, resident in the electorate. The 'Caucus' would be entitled to select official
Labour candidates by a two-thirds majority at a 'Caucus meeting' or, in districts
where a meeting was not possible, by a majority in a plebiscite of 'Caucus
members'. candidates would be required ro accepr the political principles of
the A.L.F., and to agree to resign their seats if they lost the confidence of twothirds of the members of the'caucus' in their elecrorate.8o The A.L.F. leadership
continued to press for an organization which incorporated these principles. However, the Queensland Shearers' Strike, which broke out early in 1891, and which
left the trade union movement weakened, and to some extent disillusioned, in
conjunction with regional sectional and personal interests, resulted in a development somewhat difierent from that envisaged by the A.L.F. leaders at the end

of

1890.

The Shearers' Strike was contested with even greater bitterness than had been
the Maritime strike. The issues were essentially the same, the 'recognition of
unionism' and 'freedom of contract'. But in Queensland, partly as a consequence
of the socialist opinions of the union leadership, and partly because of the only
thinly disguised partisanship of the government, from the first the strike was
pictured by unionists as resistance to an attack on unionism by a combination of
pastoralists and government.8l
Thus the steps to form political organizations were taken in an atmosphere
of deep class antagonism. rn the strike struggle itself, the political moral was
consistently pointed by the Worher. As the srrike was beginning, William Lane
announced that'capitalism understands thoroughly that its real fight with labor
is at the ballot box.'az In the middle of the strike a special general council
meeting of the A.L.F. prepared an electoral programme, which potential Labour
candidates would be urged to accept. The programme included electoral reform,
educational reform, state intervention in agriculture, industry and finance, old
age pensions, and the repeal of various Acts considered contrary to working class
interests.ss Throughout the colony, but particularly in Brisbane and its environs,
local political organizations were founded usually on the initiative of the A.L.F.
Variously known as People's Parliamentary Associations, Workers' Political Associations and Workers' Political Organizations,84 they were basecl in varying
degrees on the principles of organization laid down by the A.L.F. execurive.
flowever, that all was not going smoothly from the point of view of the trade
union leadership is evident from comments in the worker. rn August it commented:

Loose methods of selecting parliamentary representatives must be dropped and a workable
method of choosing rePresentatives, who, though coming from diftereni localities, will unite
solidly in supporting generally agreed upon measures, must be inaugurated. , . . Nor is it good
enough that any man should be able to call himself a Labour candidate and weaken the poliiical
power of the Labour Parry by splitting up the Labour Vot€;88
80. Worker, 2? Dec. 1890.
8--1.
A-$!or! Eialgryof the Australi,an Labor Moaenenf. Robin Gollan, .Railicalism
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Similarly, the A.L.F. organizer wrote disparagingly of various types of Prospective
Labour candidates who would be of no benefit to labour. At the top of the list
was 'the self-assertive, loud-mouthed, obstinate man who knows nothing, except
that he is determined to run whether he is selected or not.'86
The authority of the A.L.F. had been weakened by the strike defeat. Eleven
its
leaders were in prison and the unions were f5,000 in debt at the end of
of
the strike. The Defence Committee in its final manifesto called for political
representation.s? Events in New South Wales at first encouraged the Queenslanders and then emphasized the dangers to be avoided. William Lane had
hailed the New South Wales elections with-'New South Wales has retrieved the
Maritime Disaster by sending her Labour Defence Committee into Parliament,
there to hold watch and ward over the rights of citizens who toil.'se Ten months
later the Worher was commenting sadly-'a surprising success placed in Parliament a Labour cohort stronger than ever seen before in history-and this cohort
of Labour delegates went to pieces without accomplishing anything.'8e
Impressed by the danger of Labour disunity, the delegate meeting of the
Peoples' Parliamentary Association of Queensland in December 1891 decided to
elect a Central Political Committee to bring about uniformity of programme and
method of selecting candidates. The executive appointed consisted of leading
unionists, with William Lane as secretary. It was further agreed that its policy
and methods should conform with the decisions to be arrived at by the Central
Council of the A.L.F., which was to meet early in 1892'
The meeting of the Central Council of the A.L.F. re-affirmed the position
they had previously adopted on selection of candidates. They decided 'that, to
secure unity, no candidate shall be recognized as an official labour candidate at
the next elections unless he has been put forward by the recognized Labour
organizations and approved, on their recommendation, by the General Executive,
A.L.F.'e0 On matters of political policy, however, this meeting made an important departure which confirmed a tendency which had been increasingly in
evidence during the previous year. While formally re-affirming the political
programme, including the socialist objective, it also decided that the whole
strength of the Labour movement should be concentrated on winning 'one man

one vote'. Thus commenced the process by which the ultimate aims of the
movement were progressively pushed into the background and the immediate
programme became the efiective policy of the party.
At a by-election in March 1892 T. J. Ryan, who had the support of the
General Executive of the A.L.F., won Barcoo on the programme of 'one man
one vote'. Later in the year G. J. Hall won Bundaberg with a programme in
which the main emphasis wa$ on the exclusion of black labour. His victory was
greeted by the Worher with 'Bundaberg goes white'. In the.House, Ryan and
Hall joined Thomas Glassey and J. P. Iloolan, who regarded themselves-and
had been accepted by the extra-parliamentary movement-as labour representatives. On theilinitiative a Labour Party Convention was convened in August
1892.

The August convention was a turning point in political organization in that
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the arrival of the Labour politician as a signifrcant member of the
extra-parliamentary movement. The A.L.F., the Peoples' Parliamentary Associations, the Workers' Political Organizations, as well as the Amalgamated
Workers' Union of Queensland,el were represented, but the chair was occupied
by Thomas Glassey and the secretary lvas G. J. Hall, both Members of Parliament. The platform adopted by the conveqtion differed little from the previous
platforms except that it placed great emphasis on the exclusion of coloured,
Asiatic and contract or indentured labour-a matter with which the Labour
movement in Queensland was becoming increasingly concerned.
lfowever, the executive appointed reflected the new importance of the
parliamentary member. It consisted of the parliamentary Party, the president
and general secretary of the A.L.F., and seven members elected by the convention.
This executive was to have the power of ratifying the selection of Labour
candidates, thus taking over a function previously claimed by the executive of
the A.L.F.ez This decision meant that the organizational unity of the political
and industrial sections of the Labour movement, for which the leaders of the
A.L.F. had striven, was weakened. In fact experience of two years had shown
that under the existing conditions the all-inclusive industrial-political organizaiton was not practicabte. The weakening of the trade unions by strike defeat
and unemployment and the New Australia venture which was already draining
off some of the most able unionists, combined with the authority of the parliamentary members, determined that there should be development towards an
organization in which the parliamentary members, rather than union officials,
would play the leading part.
Nevertheless, the open division between politician and unionist which had

ocurred in New South Wales was less in evidence in Queensland in the period
covered by this article. The unions retained representatives on the central
executive, and the constituency organizations were firmly based on the unions.
But, after August 1892, the political party was much less identifiable with
the A.L.F. The view that the political Party was becoming separate from
the industrial movement and that the unions must be secured from excessive
influence by the politicians was expressed in a resolution of the general council
of the A.L.F. in February 1893. The conflict between the Sydney Trades and
Labour Council and J. T. Houghton had produced a suggestion that Members
of Parliament should be ineligible for membership of the council. The resoIution had been withdrawn, but in Queensland the A.L.F. decided that no
Labour member should be allowed to hold any official position in the industrial
movement.gs

The Labour Party entered the election contest of April 1893 with an election
manifesto that bore little evidence of the socialist theory incorporated in the
political programme of the A.L.F. It advocated economies in government expenditure to meet the financial crisis, and opposed the government policies of
land grant railways and the recruitment of South Sea Island labour. Electoral
reform, including the formula of one man one vote, and a tax on the great
estates were the two most distinctively 'Labour' policies, although opposition to
91. Formed by the amalgamation of the Queensland Shearers' Union antl the Queenslsrd Labourem'
in December L891. Workffi, 26 De. 1891, I Jan. 1892.
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coloured labour was one of the themes most frequently stressed

in the election

TRADE UNIONS AND LABOUR
campaign.

Sixteen Labour members were returned and the new party found itself the
efiective, although not the official, opposition. The defeat and illness of Thomas
Glassey deprived the party temporarily of an experienced and able leader. J. P.
Hoolan was elected leader because of his parliamentary experience, but he
demonstrated few of the qualities necessary for the position. For tlvo months he
rvas the unofficial Opposition leader and then cheerfully discarded his pnetentions
to that office, to be replaced by Charles Powers, who commanded the support of
only a handful of members, but who was promised the general support of the

Labour Party.oa
In its first parliament the Labour Party confined itself to criticism of various
government measures and support of one. The party had no real alternative to
the government's policy to deal with the financial crisis which was at its most
acute stage in 1893. Civil service retrenchment, wage and salary reductions, and
stabilization of the Queensland National Bank were the chief measures proposed
by Sir Thomas Mcllwraith. The Labour Party demanded that government
economies should be directed towards the higher salaried civil servants,es and
criticised the tenderness of the government torvards the Queensland National
Bank, which included a number of government supporters amongst its shareholders. The advocacy of a 'real' national or state bank was the positive alternative suggested by a number of Labour members.eo In its criticism of the government's attitude to the unemployed, the Labour Party gave emphatic support to
the idea of state-aided village and community settlements. The introduction
of the Co-operative Communities Land Settlement Bill was greeted with an
enthusiasm that was scarcely justified by the nature of the proposal.e? Labour
thought was strongly influenced by the New Australia movement, and the community settlements appeared to be both a solution to unemployment and a
project of wider social implications. Criticism of the introduction of island
labour and an abortive attempt to reform the electoral system were the only
other important contributions of the party in the first session.
In the second session Thomas Glassey, elected for the seat vacated for him
by J. P. Iloolan, took over the leadership of the Labour Party, but the exact
position of the party in relation to Charles Powers and other opponents of
the government remained indefinite. Powers resigned the leadership of the
Oppositionoa and Glassey announced that he was merely the leader of the Labour
Party, which would retain a free hand to support or oppose the government as
it saw fit.ee lfenceforward there was no official leader of the Opposition, but the
Labour Party continued in practice to be the Opposition. The great issue in
the second session was the Peace Preservation Bill under which the government acquired exceptional powers to deal with actions incidental to the second
Shearers' Strike. By argument and obstruction the Labour Party opposed the
grant of these exceptional powers to the point where half of the party had been
suspended and escorted from the l{ouse.100
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Thus, in its first parliament, the Labour Party in Queensland found itself
in a position quite difierent from that in either New South Wales or Victoria.
As the effective Opposition with no possibilty of bargaining for concessions in
return for its support, it was not susceptible to the same internal pressules as
the New South Wales party, and hence retained a greater degree of unity. On
the other hand the absence of any substantial body of Liberal opinion in the
Ilouse, and against a background of industrial struggle in which the govelnment
aligned itsetf with the employers, there was little temptation for the party to
identify itself with the Liberals as was being done in Victoria. However, unionist
dissatisfaction with the parliamentary party developed and contributed to the
inner party tensions which were in existence before 1894, but whose results
became manifest later'
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